Magnetoresponsive virus-mimetic nanocapsules with dual heat-triggered sequential-infected multiple drug-delivery approach for combinatorial tumor therapy.
Stimuli-responsive drug-delivery systems constitute an appealing approach to direct and restrict drug release spatiotemporally at the specific site of interest. However, it is difficult for most systems to affect every cancer cell in a tumor tissue due to the presence of the natural tumor barrier, leading to potential tumor recurrence. Here, core-shell magnetoresponsive virus-mimetic nanocapsules (VNs), which can infect cancer cells sequentially and double as a magnetothermal agent fabricated through anchoring iron oxide nanoparticles in a single-component protein (lactoferrin) shell, are reported. With large payload of hydrophilic/hydrophobic anticancer cargos, doxorubicin and palictaxel, VNs can simultaneously give a rapid drug release and intense heat while applying an external high-frequency magnetic field (HFMF). Furthermore, after being liberated from dead cells by HFMF manipulation, the constructive VNs can sequentially infect neighboring cancer cells and deliver sufficient therapeutic agents to next targeted sites. With high efficiency for sequential cell infections, VNs have successfully eliminated subcutaneous tumor after a combinatorial treatment. These results demonstrate that the VNs could be used for locally targeted, on-demand, magnetoresponsive chemotherapy/hyperthermia, combined with repeated cell infections for tumor therapy and other therapeutic applications.